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Abstract 
 
Ever since Veblen and Simmel, luxury has been synonymous with conspicuous consumption. In 
this conceptual paper we demonstrate the rise of inconspicuous consumption via a wide ranging 
synthesis of the literature. We attribute this rise to the signaling ability of traditional luxury 
goods being diluted, a preference for not standing out as ostentatious during times of economic 
hardship, and an increased desire for sophistication and subtlety in design in order to further 
distinguish oneself for a narrow group of peers. We decouple the constructs of luxury and 
conspicuousness, which allows us to reconceptualise the signalling quality of brands and the 
construct of luxury. This also has implications for understanding consumer behaviour practices 
such as counterfeiting and suggests that consumption trends in emerging markets may take a 
different path from the past. 
  
 
Summary statement of contribution 
 
While the marketing literature equates luxury with conspicuousness, we demonstrate in this 
conceptual paper, via an extensive literature review, that conspicuousness is not the same as 
luxury and that inconspicuous luxury consumption is on the rise. This leads to us redefine the 
luxury construct and re-evaluate the signalling quality of brands. This reconceptualization has 
implications for understanding how consumers emulate others through practices such as 
counterfeiting, and what shape consumption trends in emerging markets may well take. 
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In the 1985 movie Back to the Future, Marty McFly travels back in time 30 years to his 

parents’ high school years and becomes known as Calvin Klein, because seeing the CK name on 

his underwear, people assumed it must be his own.  During the years between these scenes, 

brand logos went from invisible to highly visible devices for marketing brands and the 

consumers who wear them.  Recently the logo for Ralph Lauren’s Polo in the nouveau riche 

countries of Asia has grown from a small polo pony to an in-your-face “big pony” icon taking up 

much of the shirt front.  Similarly, Mercedes and Volvo have both made the brand emblems on 

their cars bigger in models targeted to these same Asian markets. These examples illustrate the 

traditional importance of conspicuousness to branding, a relationship that has been observed and 

analysed from Veblen (1899/1973) onwards. 

What is conspicuous consumption? We follow Veblen (1899/1973) in defining 

conspicuous consumption as the purchase of expensive goods to wastefully display wealth rather 

than to attempt to satisfy more utilitarian needs of the consumer, for the sole objective of gaining 

or maintaining higher social status. In this view, the raison d’être of a luxury brand is its 

visibility and ability to signal and convey meaning, at the apex of a collection of associations and 

elements, which in turn generate economic and social capital (Holt 2004). However, in contrast 

to this tradition, we suggest the relationship between brands and conspicuousness is weakening, 

and provide an analysis as to why this is so. We agree with Berger and Ward (2010) in defining 

inconspicuous consumption as the use of subtly marked products which are misrecognised by 

most observers, but facilitate interaction with those who have the requisite cultural capital to 

decode the subtle signals.  

While branding has been examined from a variety of perspectives (e.g., Arvidsson 2006; 

Brown 2001; Fournier 1998; Holt 2004; Lury 2004; Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling 2006; 



Twitchell 2004), inconspicuous brands have been conspicuously absent in these treatments. The 

phenomenon of inconspicuous consumption has been noted (e.g., Berger and Ward 2010; Postrel 

2008), but the reasons for such a shift are little understood or studied. They are important to 

study because the rise of inconspicuous consumption demonstrates that luxury consumption does 

not need to equate to conspicuous consumption, a relationship that has been assumed up until 

now in the marketing literature (e.g., Mason 1998; Sirgy, Johar, and Wood 1986; Sundie, 

Kenrick, Griskevikius, et al. 2011). Moreover, in the past, consumers could signal status to 

society at large and their social group peers simultaneously, whereas now, with the rise of 

inconspicuousness, few, other than certain social group peers, will be able to decipher these 

signals. We seek the precipitants of such shifts through a review of wide ranging literature that 

enables a deeper understanding of this emerging phenomenon. By decoupling luxury from 

conspicuousness, which prior work on luxury and conspicuousness has not done, our 

contribution is to explain and theorize this shift from conspiciousness to inconspicuousness. We 

see this as part of an inward hedonistic turn with the concern for impressing others narrowed to 

other elites.  Like the gourmet food enthusiast, the coffee connoisseur, or the vinophile, the 

pleasure is not so much in flaunting wealth and taste as enjoying it in the company of other elite 

enthusiasts. First, we outline the three phases of the shift from conspicuousness to 

inconspicuousness, then we provide three explanations for why this shift has occurred, and 

finally we outline the implications of this shift, for both marketing theory and managerial 

practice, and recommend future research paths. 

Phase 1: Traditional Conspicuous Consumption  

Since Veblen (1899/1973) coined the term conspicuous consumption, the received 

wisdom has been that wealthier consumers seek to distinguish themselves by flaunting their 



affluence via conspicuous luxury consumption unaffordable to the masses (Han, Nunes and 

Dreze 2010) and by conspicuously wasting their time and money in a way the masses cannot.  

For generations of sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and marketers, the basic engine 

of consumption has been seen to be the race for class and status (e.g., Brooks 1981; Dittmar 

1992, 2008; Douglas and Isherwood 1979; Doyle 1999; Fussell 1983; Mason 1981; McCracken 

1988; Packard 1959, Simmel 1904/2011; Tawney 1920), although some consumers are found to 

be more susceptible to such concerns than others (Eastman, Iyer, and Thomas 2013). The search 

for status has been seen to relate to the individual trait of materialism (Eastman, Fredenberger, 

Campbell, and Calvert, 1997) – the envy component of which leads to an insatiable desire for 

consumer goods a little better than our friends’ and neighbours’ (Belk 1988). 

Status competition has even been detected between corporations (Podolny 2005).  In the 

traditional view, because innovations in consumption and fashion and the knowledge to 

successfully deploy them bring distinction when they are first adopted by high status consumers 

(Bourdieu 1984), they become status markers (Douglas and Isherwood 1979), at least until they 

“trickle down” to the masses (Simmel 1904/2011) prompting further innovations at the top of the 

status latter.  Social comparison means that we are forever comparing ourselves to those a status 

level above us (Festinger 1954). We envy those “above” us and covet their possessions. When 

the envy is malicious, the desire is to “level down” by depriving those above of their advantages 

(Schimmel 2008). But when, more commonly, envy is benign, this leads to a desire to “level up” 

by emulating envied others’ consumption (Belk 2008, 2011).  The resulting race for status has 

been seen to result in a treadmill of “keeping up with the Joneses” (Matt 2003; Stearns 1999).  

With mass marketing of mass produced consumer goods the treadmill started running faster, but 



the result was a “democratization of desire” without a corresponding democratization of access 

to ever receding class privileges (Leach 1993). 

Phase 2: The Rise of Luxury for the Masses and the Death of Class 

Recently terms such as ‘luxury’ in a postmodern, multicultural, transnational, and urban 

world have been reframed, giving birth to the concept of “new luxury” (Taylor, Harrison, and 

Kraus 2009). It has also been called democratized luxury or luxury for the masses (Danziger 

2005; Silverstein and Fiske 2003a; Thomas 2007). New luxury involves affordability, mass-

market proliferation, the divorce of status and class, and availability in the mass market, ideally 

without undermining a brand’s luxury status. While contemporary new luxury is seen in down 

market models of luxury automobiles and relatively low priced accessories by high end luxury 

goods makers (e.g., Dior sunglasses, Louis Vuitton wallets, and Hermes scarves), earlier versions 

of “populuxe” showed up in 1950s and 1960s in the form of American car tail fins, Naugahyde 

furniture, and the themed resorts of Las Vegas (Hine 1987; McCracken 2005). Marchand (1985) 

sees even earlier signs in the rise of matched ensembles of bedroom and living room furniture in 

the 1920s.   

But the very watering down of what luxury brands once meant has led to what Thomas 

(2007) characterizes as luxury losing its lustre.  Together with the rise of counterfeits (e.g. Lin 

2011), and the production of less expensive new luxury goods (Silverstein and Fiske 2003b), the 

meaning of luxury has been diluted.  Concomitant to these changes there has been a shattering of 

old class models leading to what Pakulski and Waters (1996) call “the death of class.”  They 

attribute this alleged declassification of society to two simultaneous causes.  One is the cultural 

homogenization brought about by public education, progressive income taxes, and welfare 

benefits.  This results in fewer consumption-based boundaries.  The other cause Pakulski and 



Waters (1996) detect is fragmentation of status in society into myriad lifestyle groups that largely 

replace class considerations.  They do not contend that privilege and rank have disappeared, but 

rather that these hierarchies have become much more complex than envisioned by simplistic 

capitalist class formations based on ownership of capital, land, and human resources (Polyani 

2001).  

Phase 3: The Rise of Inconspicuous Consumption 

In the past eras of democratized faux luxury and knockoffs for the middle classes merely 

led to further innovation by higher social classes.  Today the divorce of social class and luxury in 

an anonymous society (Hemetsberger, von Wallpach and Bauer 2012) as well as the market for 

accessing luxuries from expensive automobiles to designer couture and handbags by short term 

rental rather than purchase (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012) make all but the most expensive luxury 

goods lose their exclusivity. If one can pay a small membership fee to be able to access a BMW 

via a car sharing service for a couple of hours, the BMW brand is no longer a symbol of the 

status or the economic capital of the driver (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012; Belk forthcoming). As 

Hemetsberger et al. (2012) observe, luxury consumption is no longer a marker of social class, 

and luxury is now more about meaningful objects and activities that consumers might experience 

as luxury rather than conspicuous brand names (Hudders and Pandelaire 2013; Williams and 

Atwal 2013).  In an anonymous society of strangers, casual acquaintances, parking valets, 

restaurant maître ‘ds, and hotel clerks defer to flash, unable to tell the difference between what is 

owned versus what is accessed for a short period of time or what is owned at the sacrifice of 

other areas of consumption such as books, healthcare, and education (Mukherjee 2006).  In an 

era of smart phones and the Internet, even the cultural capital that consumers once had to acquire 



through a privileged upbringing and a fine education (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 1998) is now able to 

be acquired with a few finger flicks, at least in some consumption categories. 

Stemming from some of the same forces, we see another development: the rise of 

inconspicuous brands -- brand signals that are not readily apparent or visible to most consumers 

(Berger and Ward 2010). Inconspicuous brands have low visual prominence, and use quiet or 

discreet signals in their design (Han, Nunes and Dreze 2010). Han et al. (2010) find that 

“Wealthy consumers low in need for status want to associate with their own kind and pay a 

premium for quiet goods only they can recognize” (p. 15). For example, Anaya (2013) recently 

pointed out that many traditional luxury brands are making their logos much more subtle, or not 

visible at all, and asks what does it mean when Louis Vuitton, the world’s largest luxury brand, 

is getting rid of its ubiquitous ‘LV’ logo on its handbags and shifts its focus away from the very 

trademarks on which its success has been built? To try and understand this shift toward 

inconspicuous consumption, we explore three explanations for why this is happening. 

The Signalling Ability of Traditional Luxury Goods is Diluted 

As a starting point, we can look toward understanding the changing relationship between 

conspicuousness and status as it affects the signalling ability of traditional luxury goods. Truong, 

Simmons, McColl, and Kitchen (2008) found that status and conspicuousness are two different 

constructs. Specifically, they found that the Audi brand was higher in status but lower in 

conspicuousness compared to the BMW brand. And while Levi’s was found to be a low status 

brand, it had the same level of conspicuousness as higher status Polo Ralph Lauren (Truong et. 

al. 2008). This is because status connotes high quality, luxury and perhaps class, while 

conspicuousness is more closely tied to recognisability, image and appearance.  Thus brands can 

vary on both these dimensions independently. Given this decoupling, there should not 



necessarily be a direct correlation between status and conspicuousness. Indeed, the 

conspicuousness of brands is positively associated with price only to a point and then declines 

with higher price objects in the same product category – an inverted U relationship - suggesting 

to Berger and Ward (2010) that those who can afford truly high status brands prefer less 

conspicuous consumption. Alternatively it may be that luxury goods makers have created this 

reversal based on the image of the vulgar nouveau riche who held sway in Veblen’s day (Costa 

and Belk 1990).  Han, Nunes and Dreze (2010) suggest that patricians – those at the top of the 

socio economic pyramid who have less need to signal status to others – will pay more for 

inconspicuously branded products; that is, not only do they prefer less conspicuous consumption, 

but they will pay a premium for inconspicuousness or simply avoid gauche luxury consumption. 

Brand offerings have begun to respond to this preference; for example, Louis Vuitton 

uses a subtle V in the knitted pattern of its sweaters rather than its formerly ubiquitous and easily 

identifiable ‘LV’ logo (Dougan 2012).  In part this may be because the rich prefer not to provoke 

envy and anger in times of economic austerity (Belk 2011; Ledbury Research 2012).  In part it 

may be due to the desire of consumers with high cultural capital to distinguish themselves from 

the over-the-top conspicuous consumption of the nouveaux riches and the aspirational 

consumption of lower status consumers who weaken a brand image by consuming more mass 

market versions of luxury goods, as with rappers’ consumption of “bling” jewellery, and 

“chavs’” consumption of Burberry goods in the UK (The Economist 2005; Nueno and Quelch 

1998; Silverstein and Fiske 2003a; Thomas 2007; Wilson and Morgan 2011).  And in part it may 

be that in an anonymous urban society with increasing options to temporarily rent or lease luxury 

purses, cars, and dresses, it is getting increasingly difficult to “know if the guy who drives past 

me in a Ferrari owns it or is just renting it for the weekend” (The Economist 2005). 



At the other end of the economic continuum we might expect that there is little 

conspicuous consumption due to lack of income. But with urban anonymity it is also possible to 

sacrifice less visible “necessities” like food, medical care, and adequate shelter in order to afford 

more visible “luxuries” like designer clothing, watches, and mobile phones – a phenomenon 

which Belk (1999) terms “leaping luxuries.”  For instance, Pinheiro-Machado (2010) finds that 

in Brazil a maid is more likely than her employer to own a genuine luxury handbag. And for 

those who cannot afford to make such sacrifices, there are knock-offs and counterfeits.  These 

trends dilute the status signalling ability of luxury goods (Lin 2011).  In addition, there is 

evidence that those with well-established social status seek luxury goods not so much for their 

status signalling ability as for the pleasure they provide (Postrel 2008). In investigating what 

luxury means from a consumer point of view, Bauer, von Wallpach and Hemetsberger (2011) 

found that for consumers, luxury is context- and self-related. That is, something may be a luxury 

because it was purchased for rare moments of pleasure (e.g, a weekend at a luxury hotel or spa). 

Many consumers also value inconspicuous but pleasurable ‘little luxuries’ in their everyday 

lives, like the so-called “lipstick effect” in times of hardship (Hill, Rodeheffer, Griskevicius, et 

al. 2012, Wilson 2014). Such consumers are more interested in enhancing their personal self than 

reflecting a luxurious lifestyle through conspicuous consumption. Thus, luxury is becoming 

disconnected to social class and conspicuousness for multiple reasons (Bauer et. al. 2011; Stylus 

2014; Sullivan and Gershuny 2004; Wilson 2014).  

Inconspicuousness is the New Conspicuousness 

How can we understand the nature of brands’ ability to signal status given this shift from 

conspicuous to inconspicuous? One clue can be found in a study by Charles, Hurst, and 

Roussanov (2007).  Using nationally representative U.S. data they found that blacks and 



Hispanics devote a larger portion of their incomes to conspicuous clothing, jewellery, and 

automobiles than comparable income whites.  They convincingly show that these differences are 

not due to preference differences, or to their histories of being recipients of discrimination that 

has generated a resulting need to demonstrate to store clerks and others that they can afford to 

spend (Mukherjee 2007).  Instead their spending on conspicuous consumption appears to be 

related to racial stereotyping within their community. Because blacks and Hispanics in the U.S. 

overall have lower incomes than whites, there is a greater need for members of these groups to 

distinguish themselves and elevate their status in order not to be judged by the racial stereotype 

of poverty.  In order to do so, they spent less on lower visibility goods like education, health 

care, and savings.  Whites, by contrast, come from a relatively privileged racial group and are 

therefore more inclined to spend inconspicuously, devoting more to health, education, and 

retirement savings and less to visible luxuries.  Moreover, in states where there was less of an 

income gap between these minority groups and whites, the differences in conspicuous 

consumption were attenuated, presumably because the poverty stereotypes were not as strong.  

One explanation for these findings is that blacks and Hispanics, in states where the 

income gap is high, are engaging in compensatory consumption (Rucker and Galinsky 2013; 

Wicklund and Gollwitzer 1982). Rucker and Galinsky (2008) demonstrate that when consumers 

are lacking power, they show an increased willingness to pay for products but only when they 

are status-related. That is, consumers will try and alleviate or compensate for their state of 

powerlessness by acquiring luxury products that overtly (conspicuously) signal status to others. 

Indeed, Levitt and Dubner (2006) note that blacks, who tend to have lower economic power, are 

more likely to name their children after brand names that convey status, such as Harvard or 

Lexus.  



There is also evidence that lower status groups in India spend relatively more on their 

weddings (Bloch, Rao, and Desai 2004) and that when wealthy Hong Kong residents move to 

Canada they engage in less conspicuous consumption than they did in their homeland (Chung 

and Fischer 2001).  Such findings suggest that differential conspicuous consumption outside of 

the U.S. may be guided by different reference groups on the world stage.  That is, entire nations 

may be stereotyped as being impoverished relative to more economically privileged nations.  

Postrel (2008) puts forth a similar explanation for the conspicuous consumption of nouveau riche 

consumers in otherwise poor countries such as the BRIC nations of Brazil, Russia, India, and 

China, which suggests that there should be a shift from conspicuous to inconspicuous 

consumption as these nations become wealthier and shed their “Second or Third World” images.  

In China we can see this happening already. For example, wealthy Chinese have been 

known for preferring prominent logos (Pinheiro-Machado 2010). But now they are increasingly 

shunning overt displays of wealth, to the extent of removing labels from clothing in order to 

avoid appearing too ostentatious (CPP Luxury 2013). Stylus (2014) attributes this desire to not 

flaunt wealth to today’s global climate of austerity. Thus, the subtle signals that will only be 

picked up by other elites become more important than signals that will be understood by 

everyone, as with Veblen’s (1899/1973) prediction that nouveau riche fin de siėcle Americans 

sought to signal status so boldly that “he who runs may read” these signs. In fact these bold 

conspicuous luxuries become badges of pretention, as when wealthy Hong Kong consumers put 

down the splashy consumption of increasingly prevalent wealthy mainland Chinese coming to 

Hong Kong to shop (Pinheiro-Machado 2010). This preference for subtle signals by the very 

elite mirrors Berger and Ward’s (2010) findings that conspicuousness is desired in the mid-price 



levels, but not at the very high price levels. Subtle signals can also be a deliberate strategy to 

restrict imitation by lower social groups by making tastes harder to follow (Hebdige 1979).  

Inconspicuous brands are by definition subtle and are often “refined” in terms of the way 

they are designed and their aesthetics. Conspicuous brands utilize “loud” brand signals, and 

achieve this via large, bright logos or other overt brand aesthetics. In China, the largest brand 

market in the world, we can examine China’s first two home-grown luxury brands: Shanghai 

Tang (http://www.shanghaitang.com/) and Shang Xia (http://www.shang-xia.com/en). Shanghai 

Tang, a lifestyle brand now owned by the Richemont luxury group along with Cartier and 

Montblanc, is an unrefined brand; it is loud in terms of its colors and stereotyped and old 

fashioned in terms of its aesthetics, and reads as periodicised with the referent period being Old 

Shanghai in the treaty port days before communism. Its Orientalized brand image is aimed at 

tourists more than locals, and Wu, Borgerson and Schroeder (2013) suggest that its appeal to 

non-Chinese is due to the brand’s ability to provide a set of codes that convey a cosmopolitan 

Chinese identity, if borrowed from an earlier pre-communist era. 

In contrast, the Shang Xia brand, started by Hermes, is understated and extremely 

expensive – one can purchase Ming dynasty style chairs for 1 million RMB each – and is 

targeted toward local Chinese. Only others in the very top of the elite class would recognise 

these brand signals. Bergstrom (2012) highlights that Shang Xia seeks to elevate traditional 

Chinese handicrafts, and indeed redefine what a modern Chinese luxury brand can be by 

focusing on storytelling to help consumers build contemporary meanings for Chinese traditions. 

As Bergstrom (2012) notes, “It lacks the flash and conspicuous status that most brands jangle in 

front of Chinese consumers to get their attention…[and] this modesty speaks to upwardly mobile 

Chinese looking to demonstrate their connoisseurship in a more refined manner” (p. 177).  In this 



sense such subtle high end brands bring cultural capital back into the equation, but regarding the 

brands themselves.  This is a bit like wine expertise perhaps, but in that case the “brand” may be 

less important than the terroir (Allhoff 2008; Smith 2007). The wine consumer may be able to 

call up Robert Parker’s ratings on her mobile phone, but this is of little help in a blind tasting. 

Refinement, subtlety, and sophistication are characteristics that Levy (1986) found associated 

with higher status beverages.  Making discriminations between different wines has long been 

seen as a mark of taste.  Taste cultures do not disappear with inconspicuous consumption; they 

instead become more complex and difficult to acquire (Bayley 1991; Gronow 1997; Warde 

1997).  

Given the current trends in China, subtle inconspicuous branding should become popular 

in the region as the market matures, suggesting that Shanghai Tang is not subtle enough as a 

luxury brand if it wants to succeed among elite consumers in China. Shang Xia is emotionally 

resonant, has a great brand origin myth, and is bringing back pride in Chinese craftsmanship, 

whereas Shanghai Tang is not in touch with the local marketplace, as it is targeting tourists who 

need readily understood, conspicuous Chinese signals from the brand so they can be decoded by 

their social groups at home. Wu et. al. (2013) point out that local Chinese do wear Shanghai 

Tang branded clothing, but they do so conspicuously, to stand out, mostly to 

foreigners/Westerners. Brands like Shang Xia, by contrast, resonate with the current Chinese 

marketplace for understated luxury.  Similarly, BMW will produce cars in China under the 

Zhinuo brand name and Mercedes will offer new models with the Denza brand (The Economist 

2013); like Hermes, they are creating local brands which will radiate luxury in a more subtle 

way. Croll (2006), Tian and Dong (2011), and Zhou and Belk (2004) all find that Chinese 

conspicuous consumption after Deng’s opening of the economy in the late 1970s was due to the 



sudden influx of Western goods and the liberation from bland unisex clothing, but that now the 

former fascination with Western luxury goods has become more ambiguous and muted as pride 

in Chinese brands increases. 

To further illustrate the complexity of these constructs in Asia, according to a survey 

reported by Chadha and Husband (2006) of Tokyo women in their 20s, 94 percent reported 

owning at least one Louis Vuitton item, 92 percent reportedly owned Gucci, with Prada (57 

percent), and Chanel (51 percent) also quite high.  When this many people own such luxury 

goods, it is a matter of fitting in rather than standing out (Belk and Pollay 1985; Griffiths 2013; 

Weisz, Rothbaum, and Blackburn 1984).  It would be conspicuous not to own such goods under 

these circumstances, and thus we can think of not owning these ubiquitous brands as a kind of 

mutated conspicuousness: standing out by not owning a brand. 

Many government officials in China have to have inconspicuous logos on their luxury 

goods because no one must know that they have such expensive consumer goods. Government 

salaries are low; the source of large disposable incomes for many of these high ranking officials 

is corruption. While everyone knows the corruption happens at the top levels, it cannot become 

too public (c.f. the Bo Xilao trial and the New York Times exposé of the wealth of the family of 

Wen Jiabao). Thus, inconspicuousness may be valued by this group of elites, which is a major 

part (perhaps even the majority) of the elite class in China (Lu 2008), although this is debated 

(Wang 2010). The desire for inconspicuous luxury brands in China is manifested in the demand 

for very subtle or no logos on luxury briefcases, watches, and clothing, as well as an increased 

demand for experiential luxury rather than material luxury. That is, the elite class may prefer to 

enjoy a spa weekend, a fancy dinner, or travel to play golf in Hainan rather than just buying the 

latest handbag or sports car model. While experiences can certainly be conspicuous, it is less 



lastingly visible compared to carrying around a logoed LV handbag. We can interpret this shift to 

experiential luxury as a shift toward inconspicuousness. 

We have examined Asia, and in particular China, as this is the region most well-known 

for its conspicuousness (Wong and Ahuvia 1998). We can see that the transition to 

inconspicuousness is complex and being interpreted by both consumers as well as marketers in 

varying ways. Signals that were formerly used to signal conspicuousness (e.g. LV handbags) are 

now being used to fit in, subtle signals are now preferred, but among the cognoscenti they can be 

even more inconspicuous, and there is a shift from luxury products to experiences as they are 

less recognizable by the general public. This rapidly changing hotbed of consumer culture in 

Asia provides an insightful context demonstrating that the nature of luxury is not inherently tied 

to conspicuousness.	  

Creating Inconspicuousness Luxury 

 How can brands respond to this shift? A subtle, elegantly designed inconspicuous brand, 

which signals luxury in a qualitatively different way than a conspicuous brand, relies upon 

complexity. Sophistication in design implies meticulous engineering and an intricacy that 

elevates the status of the designer and, by extension, the consumer. When considering how the 

concept of sophistication has been applied to fashion and fashion systems, it is clear that 

alongside a desired and projected elite status, there should also be an appearance of 

effortlessness and a sense of exclusivity unattainable by the masses. Arguably, luxury may attach 

to any commodity with these characteristics, although success in being accepted as emblematic 

of good taste also depends upon adoption by those regarded as possessing high cultural capital.  

Such elevated taste invokes what Leibenstein (1950) terms snob appeal rather than the mere 

monetary power of “Veblen effects” or the imitative implications of “bandwagon effects.” 



Subtlety and snobbery move thinking beyond concepts of social class, decoupling the idea 

that brand strength and attractiveness are delivered through share of voice or “loudness.” Instead, 

nuanced minimalism and co-opting the mainstream are the tacit cues that transport brands into 

different contexts and spaces, allowing for greater private pleasure as well as brand 

transcendence and an ability to create new forms of cultural capital.  Not only are the branded 

goods sumptuous and subtle, so are the retail atmospheres in which they are sold. Outka (2009) 

describes how London’s Selfridges department store did this. Price tags were subtle or missing 

entirely, it was implied that the merchandise was handcrafted by world artisans, and customers 

were treated more like guests with personal attendants, a library, and writing tables equipped 

with paper and ink.  In China too, service in high end shops and departments is deferential and 

respectful and clerks must also have refined manners (Hanser 2008). 

 Interest and developments in China’s youth population consisting of 500 million people 

under the age of 30 have been studied by Bergstrom (2012). She presents a landscape of 

interdependent individuals who converge around brands; set boundaries through branded 

consumption, social media, and the use of symbols and luxuries; and reverse currents through 

leveraging the practice of ‘see and be seen.’ Sophistication and subtlety are paramount and add 

texture to consumption, without which ‘to see and be seen’ becomes a negative trait. The tuhao, 

for instance – often referred to the as the Beverly Hillbillies of China - prefer conspicuous luxury 

rather than subtle displays, and they are mocked relentlessly in social media (Lu 2013). 

Another example of how inconspicuousness is a new harbinger for luxury comes from hip 

hop artists via the visual blurring out of brands in hip hop music videos in an effort to ‘keep it 

real’: 

Viewers [of the videos] have been observed playing a guessing game with peers as to 



which brand appeared on the screen, which reinforces brand notoriety, recall and hyper-

brand sensitivity. Traditionally such blurring of logos would have been viewed as 

hampering promotional activities (Wilson, 2011 p. 8). 

Cronin, McCarthy and Collins (2012) highlight how inconspicuous consumption and a 

sense of luxury may also be communicated by consumers through even the most mundane of 

objects, in order to maintain a position that is perceived as conveying grounded realism, 

legitimacy, and authenticity: 

Mundane consumption emerges as a motor-force in allowing … consumers to 

surreptitiously maintain distinction and to protect their within-group identity from 

mainstream co-optation. We … suggest… that the inconspicuous nature of mundane 

consumables such as food and alcohol products allows for idiosyncratic shared community 

performances that are covert and difficult for broader social currents to detect and co-opt 

(p. 1). 

That is, in order to ensure that other groups without the accumulated cultural capital of the 

hipsters being studied by Cronin et al. (2012) do not co-opt their tastes, inconspicuous 

consumables are preferred. This is an example of what Hebdige (1979) has suggested: selecting 

subtle signals can be a deliberate strategy to restrict imitation by making tastes hard to copy.  

“These strategies work in tandem to ensure that hipsters idiosyncratically create their own 

distinction based on subtle opposition to the mainstream using the mundane or 

inconspicuous.” (Cronin, et al., 2012, 10). 

Wilson (2014) also points out that this desire for inimitability is a way of presenting a form of 

authenticity to the world. 



This use of inconspicuousness is in line with Brooks’ (2001) suggestion that while 

consumers with high economic capital consume in ways others cannot imitate (e.g., purchasing 

yachts, eating caviar), the educated elites will consume rarefied versions of working class 

products (free range chicken, heirloom tomatoes – see also Potter 2010). In this way the educated 

elite – those high in cultural capital but not as high in economic capital – differentiate themselves 

from both the moneyed elite (and nouveaux riches) as well as the working class, and neither 

group will poach their signals (Brooks 2001). After all, if tastes can be copied, they will be 

abandoned in identity-relevant contexts (Berger and Heath 2007), so that people are not 

misidentified by signalling undesired identities (Berger and Heath 2008). There is even a price 

premium put on brand signals remaining a secret between those able to decipher them (Han, 

Nunes, and Dreze 2010).  Sophistication and subtlety are significant components in 

inconspicuousness, as inconspicuousness represents a postmodern affectation and pull toward 

ostensive self-effacement. Perhaps this is in part out of a fear that overt conspicuousness may 

attract subsequent negative exposure; especially with the advent of social media, viral 

messaging, and trolling, where image control is eroded and sacrificed in favour of collective 

ownership. 

A key focus here has been the elevation of the ritual significance of subtly ostentatious 

consumption as an in-group signal. We know that those within a group often share a common 

sense of self (Aron, Aron, and Smollan 1992; Belk 1988; Lastovicka and Fernandez 2005) and 

similarly that those who share rituals are likely to share a common aggregate extended sense of 

self (Gainer 1995). As these practices become more common, this also means that overt 

conspicuousness may be a declining phenomenon that becomes a stigmatized signifier of 

nouveaux riches, wannabes, and clueless conformists swept up in the tail end of the bandwagon 



effect (Lu 2013). Still, with citizen fashion bloggers, Google searches, and Web 2.0 connectivity, 

Simmel’s (1904/2011) trickle-down theory may still set off a cycle of aspirational 

inconspicuousness that will instigate yet further innovations in subtlety by the cognoscenti. 

Theoretical Implications 

We demonstrate the rise of inconspicuously branded consumption, which is in dramatic 

contrast to the past hundred years or more of increasing conspicuousness in the marketplace, and 

we note the decoupling of the construct of luxury from conspicuousness, to which it has been 

tightly tied since Veblen (1899) and Simmel (1904). Additionally, in the past, someone could 

signal status to society at large and their social group peers simultaneously, but now, this is no 

longer the case; these two functions have also been decoupled. We point to a variety of factors 

that have led us to challenge conventional understandings of the role of conspicuousness in 

luxury and the use of conspicuousness as a signal: the signaling ability of traditional luxury 

goods being diluted, a preference for inconspicuousness given current economic conditions, and 

an increased desire for sophistication and subtlety in design in order to further distinguish oneself 

for a narrow group of peers. Accordingly, the way that luxury is thought about and used is 

different in today’s contemporary consumer culture and the way that consumption and brands are 

used to signal status or class affiliations has changed. 

We need to rethink Veblen’s conceptualization of conspicuousness, which in turn leads 

us to ask, what are the signalling qualities of brands in today’s marketplace, and what is the 

purpose of luxury in today’s global world? Or perhaps we need to read Veblen more carefully, 

for he also said,  

The earlier and cruder method of advertisement held its ground so long as the public to 
which the exhibitor had to appeal comprised large portions of the community who were 



not trained to detect delicate variations in the evidences of wealth and leisure. The 
method of advertisement undergoes a refinement when a sufficiently large wealthy class 
has developed, who have the leisure for acquiring skill in interpreting the subtler signs of 
expenditure. "Loud" dress becomes offensive to people of taste, as evincing an undue 
desire to reach and impress the untrained sensibilities of the vulgar (p. 187). 

Roper, Caruana, Medway, and Murphy (2013) argue that the construct of luxury needs to 

be rethought in contemporary markets due to the prominence of ‘masstige’ alongside a continued 

pressure to denote individuality. In response to this, we would argue that luxury no longer 

demarcates a particular social class or lifestyle (Hemetsberger, et al. 2012); rather, luxury is a 

socially constructed and largely subjective experience (Roper et al. 2013). 

This new conceptualization of inconspicuousness allows us to better understand recent 

findings in the literature. For example, Nakassis (2012) points out that for lower social class 

consumers in India, the particular brand on an article of clothing doesn’t matter, as they do not 

know individual Western brands anyway, but the fact that a garment has a brand on it - any 

brand - is quite important to these consumers. Thus, for these consumers the aesthetics of 

brandedness is conspicuous, but individual brands are inconspicuous, or irrelevant. This way of 

theorizing the meaning and importance of brands puts a further twist on how and why 

inconspicuous brands can be valued. 

Additionally, Brown, McDonough and Schultz (2013) have recently suggested that 

ambiguous brands, which do not have clarity of meaning, but rather have identities that are 

imprecise, have longevity in terms of consumer appeal. Brand ambiguity allows consumers to 

attach varying salient meanings to the brand over time, allowing them to have an increased 

longevity compared to brands that have clear, well carved out, and rigid meanings. This 

departure from standard brand management theory can be understood in conjunction with the 

trend toward inconspicuous brands. As we have shown, brands that send subtle brand signals 



rather than overt ones are becoming more successful and appreciated by consumers. These 

signals are more easily misidentified by the general public, although not by insiders. Similar to 

the ambiguous brands discussed by Brown et al. (2013), consumers will better be able to attach 

their own meanings to inconspicuous brands, because the signals are not as clear, as with the 

lower middle class Indians studied by Nakassis (2012). 

We argue that through analysing these economic and social trends that are leading to the 

rise of inconspicuousness, we can redefine the luxury construct by decoupling it from 

conspicuousness. We see this as an important shift that will have implications for our 

understanding of brand management, consumer behaviour, and consumer culture more broadly. 

From a brand management perspective, there are design implications; for example, Han, Nunes 

and Dreze (2010) find that inconspicuous brands are less likely to be counterfeited. From a 

consumer behaviour perspective, inconspicuous brands can help to defuse potential malicious 

envy (Belk 2011), for if the brand is not recognised by lower status viewers as being an 

expensive luxury, they can hardly feel envious at all.  This is something that Bourdieu (1984, p. 

283) also referred to in suggesting that higher social status groups prefer inconspicuous 

consumption in order to preserve social harmony (see also Wong 2007). Finally, from a 

consumer culture perspective, implications relate to questioning attempts to gain dignity within 

global consumer culture and whether and how rapidly “leaping luxuries” (Belk 1999) will 

continue to be common in emerging markets.   That is, if the tendency to feel deprived of what 

everyone else seems to have fosters both a perceived loss of dignity and subsequent sacrifices of 

“necessities” in order to afford such “decencies,” then the rise of inconspicuous consumption 

may act to mitigate such feelings of deprivation and their potentially harmful effects. 



In sum, the inconspicuousness that we describe may not be so much a decline in 

conspicuousness as a narrowing of the target audience for a brand to the cognoscenti. The appeal 

of being part of a group of insiders who know the secret has a long history, but is being 

reinvented in the context of inconspicuous consumption (Bok 1983).  For example, Han, Nunes 

and Dreze (2010) suggest that only those at the highest socio economic level in society will 

appreciate inconspicuous brand signals. We suggest this phenomenon is much more widespread, 

and propose that is due to societal shifts such as a shift to non-material consumption and a 

preference for access rather than ownership (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012; Belk forthcoming). It is 

difficult to call this post-materialism; status still matters both within narrow subtle brand 

communities and to those who embrace alternative status systems like hipsters.  But as 

experiential consumption gains in importance, it may well become post-material (see Potter 

2010; Yeoman, Munro, and McMahon-Beattie 2006). 

Managerial implications 

 We mentioned in the opening vignette that the Ralph Lauren pony logo is getting larger 

in many parts of the world, while other high end fashion products are becoming more 

inconspicuous. Some brands, such as Louis Vuitton, seem to be moving wholesale toward 

becoming more inconspicuous, whereas other brands are both conspicuous and inconspicuous 

depending on the market and target segments they are trying to reach. For example, Mercedes is 

increasing the conspicuousness of their branding efforts in China, while at the same time 

introducing the new Denza brand which will radiate luxury and national pride in a much more 

inconspicuous way. Tom Ford’s Private Blend collection of fragrances with their plain logo and 

typography, dark bottles, and muted packaging are designed to be inconspicuous. Yet in the Gulf 

region, where conspicuousness is important, the bottle size increases from the global standard of 



50ml to 250ml. Thus, while we see the shift toward inconspicuousness as an overarching, global 

trend, we do not necessarily see it as mutually exclusive from conspicuousness within a brand 

portfolio. Emirates Airlines uses space to control conspicuousness. In Dubai airport Emirates 

terminal, first class and business class lounges each have balconied floors to themselves. 

Passengers board the double decker Airbus A380s from each of these floors. It is no longer the 

case that the economy classes walk past the seats of those in first and business class. As such, the 

‘haves’ afforded inconspicuousness.  We are in a transition period, and we will see a mix of 

conspicuousness and inconspicuousness for the near future, which points toward the need for 

access to data and experts with real-time culturally specific insight, across several geographies, 

able to trend-spot. 

We can see this ambiguity between conspicuousness and inconspicuousness in other 

ways as well. Tesla is criticized for being unrecognizable on the street unless you know what to 

look for (the logo does have a modified "T" shape). Perhaps this is intentional to make the brand 

visible only to the cognoscenti, adding some extra in-group exclusivity. Just as JP Morgan 

reputedly said "If you have to ask (the price) you can't afford it," perhaps the new mantra is "if 

you have to ask (the brand) you can't appreciate it." Presumably the new inconspicuous luxury 

consumer will not be criticized and rather will be celebrated for their restraint in the future. 

Future research 

While we have identified and theorized the phenomenon of inconspicuous branding, it 

will be important to conduct empirical research on the complexity of inconspicuousness in a 

variety of cultural and consumer contexts. What will the rise of inconspicuousness mean for the 

way that social relations and hierarchies play out using consumption signs and symbols in 

varying cultural, social and economic contexts? How are constructs such as luxury being 



redefined at the emic level and differentially utilized in an era of inconspicuousness? Will the 

nature of cultural capital in consumption change and if so how? These are just a few of the 

important future research questions that we hope will be addressed as this research stream moves 

forward. 
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